I. Introduction
Wlan: Productivity and convenience has dramatically increased by WLAN due to the distribution of high speed internet access from cables, DSL (Digital Subscriber Line) and other fixed broadband connections within wireless hotspots. At present million of offices, homes and public locations such as hotels, cafes, and airports are provided with higher WLAN connections. Wimax: WiMAX as an extension to WLAN is taking Wireless Internet Access to the next level and with the increase of time; it would have been achieving similar attach rates to devices as WLAN. WiMAX can be considered as an extension to WLAN and can deliver internet access miles away from the nearby WLAN and blanket large areas i. 
IV. Experimental Setup
In this paper two scenarios are introduced. The results are computed on the basis of these two scenarios and then the performance is compared. Among these two scenarios, the difference is that in second scenario we are introducing Wormhole Attack but the first scenario is without the attack.
In this network model two scenarios are made in which first scenario is without malicious node. In second scenario one malicious node (wormhole node) is added. These scenarios are tested under VOICE and HTTP application using different protocol (DSR, OLSR, and TORA).  WiMAX-WLAN Scenario using three Protocols TORA, DSR and OLSR using VOICE traffic without Wormhole Attack.

WiMAX-WLAN Scenario using three Protocols TORA, DSR and OLSR using VOICE traffic with Wormhole Attack.   WiMAX-WLAN Scenario using three Protocols TORA, DSR and OLSR using HTTP traffic without Wormhole Attack.   WiMAX-WLAN Scenario using three Protocols TORA, DSR and OLSR using HTTP traffic with Wormhole Attack.
V. Results
 Results of VOICE traffic over the two scenarios with and without wormhole attack on WiMAX-WLAN interfaced network.
Voice: Jitter (sec)
This figure shows the comparison of Traffic sent by using three protocols TORA, DSR and OLSR without wormhole attack over the WiMAX-WLAN interface network. 
Voice: Packet End to End Delay (sec)
This figure shows the comparison of Packet End to End Delay of VOICE traffic over the network by using three protocols TORA, DSR and OLSR without and with wormhole attack over the WiMAX-WLAN interface network. wormhole attack It is clear from the above results that without wormhole attack, TORA is giving least delay, but with wormhole attack DSR is having minimum Packet End to End Delay.
Voice: Traffic received (bytes/sec)
This figure shows the comparison of Traffic Received by using three protocols TORA, DSR and OLSR without wormhole attack over the WiMAX-WLAN interface network.. By looking into both graphs, it is concluded that in both the scenarios i.e. without and with wormhole attack; TORA is receiving maximum voice traffic.
Voice: Traffic Sent (bytes/sec)
This figure shows the comparison of Traffic Received by using three protocols TORA, DSR and OLSR without wormhole attack over the WiMAX-WLAN interface network. In the first graph which is without wormhole attack; OLSR is sending maximum of the VOICE traffic. On the other hand, in second graph, which is showing the results of the scenario which is under the effect of wormhole attack, it is shown that DSR is sending the maximum of VOICE traffic.  Results of HTTP traffic over the two scenarios with and without wormhole attack on WiMAX-WLAN interfaced network.
HTTP: Object Response Time (sec)
This figure shows the comparison of HTTP Object Response Time (sec) using three protocols TORA, OLSR and DSR without wormhole attack over the WiMAX-WLAN interface network. 
HTTP: Traffic Received (bytes/sec)
This figure shows comparison of the HTTP traffic Received (bytes/sec) using all three protocol TORA, OLSR and DSR, without and with wormhole attack over the WiMAX-WLAN interface network. The scenario which is without wormhole attack, TORA is receiving maximum traffic of HTTP but on the other hand, under wormhole attack, OLSR is receiving the maximum of HTTP traffic.
HTTP: Traffic Sent (bytes/sec)
This figure shows the comparison of HTTP Traffic Sent by using three protocols TORA, OLSR and DSR, without and with wormhole attack over the WiMAX-WLAN interface network. From above graphs it is clear that without wormhole attack, TORA is sending maximum data but under the effect of wormhole attack on same scenario, OLSR is sending the maximum data traffic.
VI. Conclusion
Following are the conclusions which are concluded after taking the simulations over two different applications i.e. HTTP and VOICE.
 Conclusions under VOICE Application 1. Under VOICE traffic, without wormhole attack, TORA protocol is giving the best performance among three protocols (TORA, OLSR AND DSR) over the WiMAX-WLAN Interfaced scenario. 2. Under the effect of wormhole attack, it is concluded that TORA is performing superiorly among all the protocols as at last after under-going all the effects, it is receiving maximum VOICE traffic in comparison to other protocols.
 Conclusions under HTTP Application 1. Under HTTP traffic, without wormhole attack, TORA protocol is giving the best performance among three protocols (TORA, OLSR AND DSR) over the WiMAX-WLAN Interfaced scenario. 2. Under the effect of wormhole attack, it is concluded that OLSR is performing superiorly among all the protocols as at last after under-going all the effects; it is receiving maximum HTTP traffic in comparison to other protocols.
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